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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we provide the first comprehensive longitudinal anal-
ysis of government-ordered Internet shutdowns and spontaneous
outages (i.e., disruptions not ordered by the government). We de-
scribe the available tools, data sources and methods to identify
and analyze Internet shutdowns. We then merge manually curated
datasets on known government-ordered shutdowns and large-scale
Internet outages, further augmenting them with data on real-world
events, macroeconomic and sociopolitical indicators, and network
operator statistics. Our analysis confirms previous findings on
the economic and political profiles of countries with government-
ordered shutdowns. Extending this analysis, we find that countries
with national-scale spontaneous outages often have profiles similar
to countries with shutdowns, differing from countries that expe-
rience neither. However, we find that government-ordered shut-
downs are many more times likely to occur on days of mobilization,
coinciding with elections, protests, and coups. Our study also char-
acterizes the temporal characteristics of Internet shutdowns and
finds that they differ significantly in terms of duration, recurrence
interval, and start times when compared to spontaneous outages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet research community has made significant efforts to
improve the performance and reliability of the Internet’s infrastruc-
ture and its protocols. However, these efforts lose their relevance
when the Internet’s entire technology stack is taken away, some-
times for days at a time. Unfortunately, this is the harsh reality for
billions of individuals around the globe in countries where gov-
ernments intentionally shut off access to the Internet [39]. While
there is a long history of discussions related to the right to Internet
access, its significance increased following the Internet shutdowns
in 2011 in Egypt, Libya, and Syria during the Arab Spring. Despite
the UN’s resolution in 2016 condemning governments intentionally
shutting down access to the Internet [55], shutdowns continue to be
prevalent and increasingly frequent [27, 44]. Though the research
community is aware of this phenomenon, research on the topic
often focuses on a single case study or series of related events occur-
ring in one country. As a result, both practitioners and academics
lack a systematic understanding of the characteristics of Internet
shutdowns as well as the tools—and their limitations—available to
analyze and document them.

This work aims to improve the field’s understanding of national,
large-scale Internet shutdowns (i.e., intentionally ordered by govern-
ments) as a whole and how they differ in comparison to spontaneous
outages (i.e., connectivity disruptions that are not government-
ordered) of similar scale. To achieve this goal, we perform the
first systematic analysis of Internet shutdowns by studying them
alongside spontaneous outages. We provide a novel dataset that
combines (1) Internet measurement data from the Internet Outage
Detection and Analysis (IODA) research project [30], (2) Internet
shutdown data from the digital rights organization Access Now [2],
(3) political and socioeconomic data, and (4) data on network op-
erator statistics. This dataset of national-scale events spans 155
countries over 4 years and includes 219 Internet shutdowns and
714 spontaneous outages.

Similar to previous works that demonstrate a link between In-
ternet censorship and authoritarianism [7], we find that Internet
shutdowns tend to occur in countries that are more authoritarian.
Extending this analysis to include spontaneous outages, we find that
the economic and political profiles of countries with spontaneous
outages are in some ways similar to those of countries that expe-
rience shutdowns, often differing from countries that experience
neither. We find that instead what seems to distinguish between
shutdowns and spontaneous outages are moments of mobilization,
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the infrastructure of the Internet itself, and temporal and technical
fingerprints that suggest intention. Consistent with a larger litera-
ture on political censorship [23], we find that shutdowns are much
more likely to occur on days of transition and turmoil, including
during elections, protest events, and coups. Furthermore, these days
are not more likely to have a spontaneous outage. Control of the
address space is an additional important predictor of shutdowns.
Finally, indicators collected from telemetry data suggest human
intervention, including the timing of shutdowns (on the hour, sys-
tematic recurrence, and increased frequencies on weekdays) tend
to be associated with shutdowns but not spontaneous outages.

Our key contributions are: (i) The first longitudinal interdis-
ciplinary study combining research from Internet measurement
and political science to provide insight into the nature, origin, and
identifying signatures of politically-motivated Internet shutdowns.
Put into practice, the insights we provide through this systematic
research can aid governments, intergovernmental organization,
policy makers, and practitioners in tracking, reporting, and liti-
gating on Internet shutdowns, which violate digital human rights.
By comparing shutdowns and spontaneous outages, our analysis
provides key characteristics for Internet freedom organizations to
look for when working to efficiently and rapidly identify Internet
shutdowns. Additionally, this foundational work can inform future
studies on rapid identification of shutdowns using predictive mod-
els. (ii) We compile and share an unprecedentedly detailed and
comprehensive dataset of Internet shutdowns and spontaneous out-
ages spanning four years1. We hope these data will enable further
study of this topic. We intend to continue populating our dataset
and open it for contributions and annotations from other sources.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The term “Internet shutdown” can be used to describe a variety
of government-ordered Internet restrictions. Governments have
sometimes mandated the complete disconnection of users from
the Internet [19, 47], while at other times, they have blocked spe-
cific websites [57], social media platforms [6], and circumvention
tools [48]. Our analysis of shutdowns (and use of this term in this
paper) focuses specifically on instances where users are completely
disconnected from the Internet.

Government-mandated Internet restrictions have been studied
and measured from a wide range of angles. The extensive mea-
surements and reports of incidents around the world provide re-
searchers with a multitude of datasets and case studies to explore
Internet shutdowns. In addition to IODA [30], there are several
research groups from academia as well as the private and public
sectors that measure Internet blocking and censorship. Examples
include Censored Planet [12], the Open Observatory for Network
Interference (OONI) [45], Cloudflare Radar [15], Google Jigsaw
and the Google Transparency Report projects [25, 26], and Mozilla
telemetry data [40]. Censored Planet measures network interfer-
ence on the TCP/IP, DNS, and HTTP(S) protocols using remote
measurement techniques. OONI collects data from users around
the world who download their OONI probe application and run
tests to detect the blocking of websites, applications, and services.

1The dataset and code used in our analyses are available at https://github.com/InetIntel/
internet_outages.

Cloudflare Radar uses data from Cloudflare’s network and pub-
lic DNS resolver to identify trends and network outages. Google
Transparency Report provides aggregated data of traffic to Google
products (e.g., Google Search, Gmail, YouTube) at the country level.
Mozilla telemetry data provides Firefox browser usage data at the
country and city level. These measurement groups provide data
that is complementary to IODA’s monitoring of the connectivity of
Internet infrastructure at the country, region, and operator level.

There are several studies investigating the censorship methods
used by governments, from full disconnection of users (which we
refer to here as shutdowns) to application-specific bans. The en-
forcement of application-layer bans have achieved notoriety in
recent years. Iran was found to apply multiple application-layer
restrictions where Aryan et al. [4] discovered host–based blocking,
keyword filtering, DNS hijacking, and service-specific throttling of
sites in the Alexa Top-500 websites. In Kazakhstan, where the state
de facto controls the Internet via state-owned providers, Raman et
al. [52] found that the government forces users to install a custom
root certificate to be able to apply fine-grained content blocking.
Pearce et al. [49] developed Iris as a method to detect manipulation
of DNS queries that could reveal censorship. Zittrain et al. [59]
studied state-sponsored Internet censorship and discovered that
governments often ban content of foreign states.

While our work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first longi-
tudinal characterization of political shutdowns and spontaneous
outages, previous studies investigated isolated shutdowns or a series
of related shutdowns. Dainotti et al. [18] identified country-wide
network outages as a government initiative to suffocate protests
during the Arab spring. More recently, Padmanabhan et al. [48]
showed the enforcement of multiple Internet bans, including net-
work disconnections during the 2021 coup in Myanmar. Eneyew
Ayalew [5] examined three years of government-mandated shut-
downs in Ethiopia. In the social sciences, Freyburg and Garbe [23]
detected a correlation in sub-Saharan Africa between state-owned
Internet providers and government-mandated shutdowns. Howard
et al. [28] documented an analysis of a hand-curated dataset of
political censorship events in countries from 1995-2011, including
both website blocking and outages. Gohdes [24] analyzed the po-
litical determinants of Internet shutdowns in Syria. This body of
related work provides important related censorship measurements
and case studies on methods of implementing a government shut-
down and foreground specific cases of shutdowns in the Middle
East, Africa, and Asia. In this paper, we focus on studying full net-
work shutdowns as opposed to events that only involve throttling
or the blocking of specific websites or applications. In contrast to
the case-study literature, we look at longitudinal data spanning
across countries to identify cross-cutting characteristics of Internet
shutdowns.

3 DATASETS
The focus of this paper is to better understand the conditions under
which large-scale (i.e., nation-scale) full network shutdowns occur
and how these conditions compare to countries that experience
spontaneous outages of a similar scale as well as thosewithout large-
scale service disruptions. Accomplishing this task requires combing
various sources of indicators spanning disciplinary domains. In this
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section, we describe the tools we use to record Internet disruptions
as well as the datasets used in our analysis.

3.1 IODA
The Internet Outage Detection and Analysis (IODA) project [30]
became operational in 2016. IODA publishes, in near-realtime, data
on multiple indicators of Internet connectivity. Visitors to the IODA
website can use the publicly available API, dashboards and graphs
to investigate potential outages for particular countries, subnational
regions (e.g., state or province), and Autonomous Systems (ASes).

IODA extracts from measurements and publishes three types2 of
time series signals: (i) Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), (ii) Active
Probing, and (iii) Telescope. For each of these, IODA generates
automated alerts when it detects a drop compared to the median of
a historical sliding window. The threshold for what is considered a
drop is specific to each signal, as some (e.g., BGP) are more stable
than others (e.g., Telescope). Though these alerts are relatively
simplistic and have false-positives, they serve as a useful starting
point for investigating via manual inspection the countries, regions,
and ASes that are potentially undergoing an outage. Drops affecting
a given country (or region or AS) that are visible across multiple
IODA signals that are overlapping in time, are good indicators of
a network outage. An IODA signal can experience a drop due to
a non-network-outage event (i.e., a false positive), but due to the
signals’ complementary nature, it is highly unlikely that more than
one signal would experience simultaneous false-positive drops.

3.1.1 Data sources. The following paragraphs describe IODA’s
signals as well as how their corresponding alerts are generated.
Additional details can be found on IODA’s Help page [35].

BGP. For its BGP signal, IODA analyzes data from all Route-
Views [43] and RIPE RIS collectors [53] using BGPStream [46] with
BGPView [9]. For each time bin, IODA calculates the total number
of “full-feed" peers that observe each routable prefix. A peer is
considered full-feed if it has more than 400k IPv4 prefixes and/or
more than 10k IPv6 prefixes. A prefix is considered visible if it is
observed by at least 50% of the full-feed peers. IODA uses this data
to calculate the total number of visible /24s per country, region,
and AS every 5 minutes. IODA generates an automatic BGP alert
when the number of /24 blocks that are visible to at least 50% of
full-feed peers drops below 99% of the median of the previous 24
hour time-window.

Active Probing. IODA conducts active measurements using a
technique similar to Trinocular [51], probing approximately 4.2M
/24 blocks at least once every 10 minutes via ICMP packets. Using
the Trinocular measurement and inference technique, IODA labels
each /24 block as up, down, or unknown. After each 10-minute cycle,
IODA calculates the number of /24s that are considered active for
each country, subnational region, and AS. IODA generates an Active
Probing alert when the current number of /24 blocks considered
active drops below 80% of the median of the preceding 7 day time-
window.

2Beginning September 2022, IODA integrated a fourth signal, the Google Transparency
Report [25], into its country-level views. However, the data in our analysis predates
this. As a result, we do not include a detailed description of this signal.

Telescope. To obtain the Telescope signal, IODA analyzes traf-
fic received by a network telescope. IODA applies multiple anti-
spoofing heuristics [18] and noise reduction filters to the raw traffic
to create a set of valid packets. For each valid packet, IODA uses
geolocation databases and AS lookups to map a packet’s source IP
address to a geographic location and AS. For each country, region,
and AS view, the IODA dashboard displays the number of unique
source IP addresses observed in each 5 minute bin. Though IODA
currently uses the Merit Network Telescope [41], prior to January
2022, IODA used the UCSD Network Telescope [42]. IODA gener-
ates a Telescope alert when the current number of valid unique
source IP addresses drops below 25% of the median of the preceding
7 day time-window. This threshold is significantly lower than the
other signals, due to the higher variance of the Telescope signal.

3.1.2 Manually curated list of IODA outages. Since January 2018,
we have used data from IODA’s dashboard and API to identify and
record the details of large-scale Internet outages. Typically, we
identified potential countries, regions or ASes that might be experi-
encing outages by reviewing a list of the recently generated alerts
on IODA’s Outage Dashboard page [31]. In other cases, our inves-
tigations into potential outages via IODA’s signals were initiated
by requests for corroboration from other organizations or reading
reports of Internet outages from other outage detection sources or
news outlets (in most cases, IODA had also automated generated
alerts that we had not yet noticed).

For an outage to be added to our list, the event must meet one
of the two following requirements: (i) a prolonged (across multiple
time bins) and significant drop is clearly visible in at least two of
IODA’s signals, with the drop in both signals overlapping tempo-
rally; or (ii) a prolonged and significant drop is visible in only one of
IODA’s signals but the outage has been corroborated by an external
source, such as Kentik’s Internet Outage Tracker [32] or Cloudflare
Radar’s Outage Center [15].

Once an outage is identified, the first two fields we populate
are the start and end times (if the outage is ongoing we complete
it once the outage has ended). In cases where two IODA signals
demonstrate a disruption, the time of the first signal to drop is used
as the start time of the disruption and the time of the last signal to
recover is used as the end time. In the instances where an outage
is visible in IODA and corroborated via external sources, we then
ensure that the start and end times match a drop in at least one
of IODA’s signals. If there is a match, we use populate the time
fields based on the signals in IODA. The date, hour, and minute are
recorded for both start and end times.

The next field we record is the country/region/AS in which the
outage took place. We then record the scope of the outage, which
corresponds to the highest level of visibility of the outage. For exam-
ple, if the outage is visible at the country level, we record "Country"
as the scope. In instances where multiple countries experience an
outage simultaneously (e.g., due to a cable cut), we record each of
the affected countries individually as separate entries in our outage
dataset. If we are unable to observe the outage at the country level,
but do observe it for one or more sub-national regions, we record
"Region" as the scope and record all affected regions. If the outage
is only visible at the autonomous system level, we record "AS" as the
scope. Our record for each outage also includes the list of signals
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Start time End time Country IODA BGP
Auto Alert

IODA AP
Auto Alert

IODA
Telescope
Auto Alert

IODA BGP
visible

by human

IODA AP
visible

by human

IODA
Telescope
visible

by human

Scope IODA
URL Cause Confirmation

Status
More
Info

Thursday,
Jun 30, 2022
5:30:00 AM

Thursday,
June 30, 2022
10:40:00 PM

Sudan TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE Country http://... Government-
ordered Confirmed Protests occurred;

http://...

Table 1: An example of a record in our outage dataset corresponding to the event shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An example of IODA’s view of an outage in Sudan
during late June of 2022.

for which IODA generated automated alerts and the signals for
which we manually observed a significant drop.

Once the scope and affected regions are recorded, we record the
URL of the IODA page in which the outage is visible. If we are
able to confirm the outage with an external source, we record this
information as well, along with links to any discovered sources
corroborating the event. In instances for which we are able to find
additional reporting that provides further context relevant to the
outage, such as related events or underlying causes (e.g., reports
of protests or cable damage caused by damage during a natural
disaster), we record links to these sources as well.

In certain situations, it is possible that dips in a signal are due to
measurement artifacts or IODA infrastructure issues (e.g., an IODA
measurement server failing, loss of BGP data due to a faulty collec-
tor, etc.). To account for such potential issues, prior to recording an
observed drop as an outage, we first check other countries, regions,
or ASes in different parts of the world as a control group. If we
find that a similar drop is visible across disparate unrelated regions
across the world, we do not record the outage in our dataset, as it
is likely the result of an issue in IODA’s infrastructure or its data
sources and not the result of an actual outage.

Figure 1 depicts an example of IODA’s view of an outage that
occurred in Sudan in late June of 2022. Table 1 shows the corre-
sponding entry in our outage dataset. In this example, the BGP
and Active Probing signals drop at the same time, 5:30 AM UTC.
Active Probing is the last signal to recover, so we use the recovery
in Active Probing at 22:50 PM UTC as the end time. IODA generated
an alert for both the BGP and Active Probing signals and we were
able to manually observe the drop in the BGP, Active Probing, and
Telescope signals. These details are recorded as true or false values
in the appropriate fields. This particular outage was reported by
the media and advocacy organizations to be a government-ordered

shutdown during an active protest. We include these contextual
details and links to them (truncated in the example) in the Cause,
Confirmation Status, and More Info fields.

In addition to our ongoing, daily process of recording outages,
we contracted a data service provider, called DataWorks3, to review
the historic data recorded in our manually curated list of IODA
outages. The DataWorks team was hired and trained to review
and add missing data fields including start and end times as well
as which of IODA’s signals demonstrated visible drops during an
outage. A sample of their work was reviewed by our team to assure
quality.

Due to issues in IODA’s data collection and inconsistent inves-
tigation of outages, our curated list is not as comprehensive from
August 1, 2021 to November 2021. Furthermore, the IODA web-
site and measurement infrastructure service were offline for an
extended period of time, from November 2021 to early February
2022, while it was migrated from one institution to another. Though
we resumed consistent recording of outages in February 2022, our
analysis in this paper incorporates other datasets that are published
annually and were not yet available for 2022 at the time of our
analysis. As such, we limit our period of study to outages occurring
between January 1, 2018 and August 1, 2021. During this time pe-
riod, we recorded a total of 896 country-level outage events across
155 countries.

3.2 Access Now #KeepItOn STOP
Access Now compiles the #KeepItOn STOP dataset (KIO) [2], a com-
prehensive dataset of network shutdowns and censorship events.
This dataset contains events that involve an “intentional disruption
of Internet or electronic communications, rendering them inacces-
sible or effectively unusable, for a specific population or within
a location, often to exert control over the flow of information”.
The Access Now and the KIO dataset are important resources for
insights on network shutdowns and censorship events for organi-
zations such as the Freedom Online Coalition.

Access Now collects information from various sources including
the civil society, governments, and corporate sources. The civil
society sources are mainly composed of trusted local and interna-
tional news media outlets, the Internet measurement experts, and
local partners. Governments and corporations, such as telecommu-
nications and social media companies, are other reliable sources
of shutdowns and censorship events. In some circumstances, these
entities publicly acknowledge their responsibility in conducting
Internet shutdowns. Access Now also engages with volunteers in-
side governments and corporations that, under an agreement of
anonymity, reveal information on shutdowns and censorship. To
conceal the identity of these informants, Access Now does not
include any label revealing the source of information.
3DataWorks is a data service provider that hires and upskills individuals from commu-
nities that have been historically excluded from computing.
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Figure 2: Number of KIO events per category and the total
number of events per year.

Access Now relies on multiple sources to validate intention be-
hind a shutdown. This validation process involves sources on the
ground who may have experienced the shutdown. To ratify this
information, Access Now further examines news media outlets, po-
tential corporation sources, and members of the Internet measure-
ment community. After gathering all this information, the event is
added to the list if intentionality was detected with high confidence.

The KIO dataset also reports the type of restrictions applied
during each event. There are three categories: (i) throttling, (ii)
service-based bans and (iii) full-network shutdowns. Given that
these categories are not mutually exclusive [48], events report a
list of restrictions applied (e.g., throttling and service-based bans).
The KIO dataset also details the regions where these restrictions
took place. Though the KIO dataset includes many additional fields,
the types of access networks affected (broadband networks, mobile
networks, or both) and the geographic scope are the most relevant
for the analysis in this work.

It is also important to note that a single entry in the KIO dataset
can include multiple restrictions that occurred separately over the
course of an event. As an example, a full network shutdown fol-
lowed by an application ban will be listed as a single record, spec-
ifying that both a full network shutdown and service-based bans
occurred during the event. It will not include, however, the specific
time ranges during which each type of restriction was observed.

Similarly, a series of full-network shutdowns that have been
mapped to a single overarching event will be listed as a single entry
in the dataset. This includes exam-related shutdowns, such as those
in in Iraq and Syria, as well as the shutdowns following the coup
in Myanmar in 2021. In such cases, Internet shutdowns occurred
during specific parts of the day across multiple weeks.

In this work, we use annual snapshots of the KIO dataset from
2016 through 2021. Access Now modified field names, value ranges,
and the structure of the dataset several times during this period.
We manually curated and homogenized the annual snapshots of
the KIO dataset to facilitate the analysis in this work.

Figure 2 provides a summary of the types of techniques observed
during events in the KIO dataset. As a reminder, the throttling,
service-based, and full network shutdown categories are not mutu-
ally exclusive (multiple techniques might be used during a single
event) and do not sum to the “Total”. The plot shows that across all
years of the KIO data, a large majority of the events involved full-
network shutdowns. We also see that the number of full-network
shutdowns grew significantly from 2016 to 2019. While censors are
increasingly employing more sophisticated app-specific or throt-
tling techniques, Figure 2 suggests that there are no signs of a
significant decline in the occurrence of full-network shutdowns.

3.3 Additional datasets
The additional data sources in this work include countries’ macroe-
conomic indicators, indices describing political regimes and free-
dom, and multiple Internet-related datasets. In our analysis, we
leverage these datasets to conduct an exhaustive characterization
of the circumstances under which Internet shutdowns take place.

Macroeconomic indicators. We use macroeconomic data gath-
ered from the World Bank Data Bank (accessed 2023-01-23)4, to
investigate the influence of economic factors in political uses of
Internet shutdowns. Our main measure of interest is gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita and the prevalence of broadband Inter-
net access. Our intuition follows the economics and information
technology literature [13, 14, 21, 22] where trade, foreign direct
investments (FDI) and economic growth are positively associated
with increased Internet access.

Sociopolitical datasets. We use democracy scores from the Va-
rieties of Democracy (V-Dem v11.1) database to identify democracy
and autocracy levels of countries that engage in and experience
Internet shutdowns [17]. While the Arab Spring serves as one of
the earliest demonstrations of Internet shutdowns used by the state
against the populace to minimize opposition mobilization [19], we
have observed an increase over time in Internet shutdowns coin-
ciding with political events; ranging from the coups and attempted
coups in Ethiopia and Myanmar in 2019 and 2021 [48, 58], to the
shutdowns in Gabon following the 2016 election [37]. We delve
into this phenomenon using data on coups from the Global In-
stances of Coups dataset (accessed 2023-01-23) [50].5 We manually
collected data on elections between the years 2018-2021 from the
International Foundation for Electoral Systems-Election Guide (ac-
cessed 2023-01-23)6 as well as data identifying protest events using
the Mass Mobilization in Autocracies Database (accessed 2023-01-
23) [56]. Based on our experience observing Internet shutdowns, we
expect there to be a significant relationship between Internet shut-
downs and political events such as elections, protests and coups.

Computer network datasets.We also leveragemultiple Internet-
related datasets to investigate the relationship between the preva-
lence of state-ownership of the network and Internet shutdowns.
We use two metrics to quantify the prevalence of states in domestic
access markets, (1) the address space and (2) eyeballs. To calculate
the domestic address space, we download CAIDA’s daily prefix-to-
AS mappings [10] and combine them with the MaxMind geoloca-
tion database [1]. This provides an estimate of the number of IP
addresses per-AS in each country. To mitigate misrepresentation
given the widespread use of NAT, we complement our analysis with
population estimates for each AS. For this, we use APNIC’s eyeball
dataset (accessed 2022-03-21) [29], which uses an advertisement-
based methodology to estimate user population. As a last step, we
download a list of state-owned AS [11] to compute the prevalence
of state-ownership in each country.

4 MERGED DATASETS
In this section, we describe our process for combining information
across the sources described in Sec. 3 and provide a brief summary

4Data downloaded from https://databank.worldbank.org/.
5Data downloaded from https://arresteddictatorship.com/coups/.
6Data downloaded from https://www.electionguide.org/.

https://databank.worldbank.org/
https://arresteddictatorship.com/coups/
https://www.electionguide.org/
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of the cleaned and merged dataset that we use throughout our
analysis.

In order to combine multiple datasets, as a result of differences
in naming conventions, we first needed to standardize the country
names used across the datasets. These discrepancies were gener-
ally due to issues such as: using a different language (e.g., “Ivory
Coast” vs “Cote d’Ivoire”), using names that had since changed (e.g.,
“Swaziland” vs “Eswatini”), containing minor differences in spelling
(e.g., “Timor Leste” vs “Timor-Leste”), or using longer forms of a
country’s name (e.g., “Venezuela” vs “Venezuela, Bolivarian Repub-
lic of”). After standardizing the country names for the data, we
used ISO 3166 2-letter alpha codes to identify each country across
all datasets.

Our next goal was to identify events in the KIO and IODA
datasets that corresponded to the same event. To do so, we matched
all entries that were recorded in the same country during overlap-
ping time periods. In the IODA data, each entry includes a start and
end time in UTC. Events in the KIO dataset are recorded with a
start and end date (localized to the country). Since the KIO entries
do not include a time of day, when searching for a possible match,
we assume 00:00:00 as the earliest possible start time and 23:59:59
as the latest possible end time, both in local time, for the dates
specified.

After converting the IODA start and stop times to local time
(we use the timezone of country’s capital city if the country spans
multiple zones), we then matched an IODA event to a KIO event if
its start time fell between the start and end of the KIO event.

In our initial inspection of the resulting matched dataset, we
found instances of IODA outages that were not matched to a KIO
event but appeared to be part of a series of shutdowns, the latter of
which included IODA entries that matched a KIO event. This was
due to the fact initial entry’s start time in IODA was prior the start
date listed in the KIO dataset, even after adjusting to local time.

Upon further investigation, we discovered that these discrep-
ancies appeared to be the result of incorrect event details in the
KIO dataset. This included mistakenly using the date on which the
event was reported (i.e., the date of publication) rather than the
date on which the event actually started. In such cases, we found
the date listed in the KIO dataset matched the publication date
of an article linked to in the event’s description field, but not the
start date reported in the article. Other causes included shutdowns
starting close to midnight local time but not reported on until after
midnight as well as articles using a timezone other than that of the
country affected (e.g., local to the news organization’s headquarters
or their target audience).

To account for such issues, we expanded the time window for
matching events to include the 24 hours preceding the KIO local
start date. For each new match that we discovered by increasing the
matching, we manually verified via news articles or communication
with Access Now that IODAwas accurately capturing the start time
of the first relevant shutdown.

Figure 3 shows two examples of a KIO entry being matched
to multiple IODA outages, one in Syria and one in Iraq. In each
case, the single entry in the KIO dataset specifies the date range
for the general event, while the IODA dataset provides details on
the specific hours during which Internet access was shut down.
We also note that the case in Fig 3b illustrates an example of the
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Figure 3: Timeline of repeated full network shutdowns re-
lated to exams from 2019-07-28 to 2019-08-07 in Syria (top)
and from 2018-10-15 to 2018-10-22 in Iraq (bottom). For each
graph, the upper and lower lines represent the start and end
times of individual entries in the KIO and IODA datasets,
respectively. The gray dashed line in the middle represents
the time ranges used for matching KIO and IODA events.

aforementioned issue where the first recorded IODA event occurred
prior to the start date listed in the KIO dataset.

The primary advantages of the IODA dataset are that it pro-
vides a precise measurement of when the shutdown occurred as
well as additional data at a technical level. On the other hand, the
KIO dataset provides additional details on the intent and broader
context of the shutdown we observed in IODA, simplifying the
process of determining which shutdowns were related to the same
phenomenon.

Shutdown and Outage Dataset. For our merged dataset of
Internet shutdowns, we labeled the following events as shutdowns:
(1) all KIO events that were identified as involving a full-network
shutdown and (2) all IODA events that were either matched to
a KIO event or were recorded by us as having a cause of either
government-ordered or exam-related. All remaining IODA events
(i.e., those that were not matched to a KIO event and listed a cause
other than government-ordered or exam-related) were labeled as
spontaneous outages. We again restrict our set of events to those
that occurred between January 1, 2018 and August 1, 2021, the time
period for which data from KIO and IODA overlap.

For our study in this paper, we filter our merged dataset such
that it only includes shutdowns and spontaneous outages that were
observed at the country level. Although our outage dataset does
includes disruptions that occurred at the regional and AS levels, we
choose to focus on country-level events for multiple reasons.

The biggest barrier to incorporating regional shutdowns into
our analysis is the result of two compounding issues. First, is that
shutdowns that occur at the subnational level are very highly con-
centrated; according to the KIO dataset, we find that 85% of sub-
national full-network shutdowns occur in India. For 72% of these
events, only mobile networks were affected. The second related
issue is that although IODA is able to monitor publicly routable
IPv4 networks, its ability to monitor the connectivity of networks
that heavily utilize Network Address Translation (NAT), such as
mobile networks, is limited. As a result, IODA’s set of shutdowns
at the subnational level would lack details on a significant fraction
of such events.
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Furthermore, themacroeconomic and sociopolitical index datasets
used in our analysis are only available at the country level for each
year, limiting our ability to study the relationship between economic
and sociopolitical characteristics specific to the regions affected by
shutdowns.

Table 2 shows a break down of the number of country-level shut-
downs and spontaneous outages in our resulting dataset. It also lists
the top five countries in terms of highest number of events for each
category. Our final dataset contains a total of 219 national-scale
Internet shutdowns in 35 countries and 714 spontaneous outages
in 150 countries. Using DataReportal’s estimated number of Inter-
net users per country [20], the 35 countries experiencing Internet
shutdowns together represent an estimate of more than 1 billion
Internet users.

5 DATA ANALYSIS
To date, political science research has mostly focused on the insti-
tutional and event correlates of Internet shutdowns. In particular,
these studies have noted that countries that are more authoritarian,
have fewer media freedoms and more corruption, are more likely
to have shutdowns [28]. More recent work has shown that state
ownership of the ISP space and elections in authoritarian regimes
also predict shutdowns [23].

Analyzing shutdowns exclusively does not allow us to distin-
guish between shutdowns and spontaneous Internet outages. Au-
thoritarianism also correlates with low investment in infrastructure
and lower GDP, both which we would expect would be correlated
with spontaneous outages [3, 7, 36]. When an outage occurs, to
what extent do economic indicators and the political institutions
of the country predict whether the outage was political in nature?
Which types of predictors tend to be most reliable in distinguishing
between shutdowns and spontaneous outages?

In this section, we reanalyze the institutional correlates of na-
tional shutdowns and outages, but use the merged KIO and IODA
datasets to compare political shutdowns to non-political sponta-
neous outages. We find that indicators of non-democracies, in-
cluding regime type, military control of the regime, and media
corruption and bias are not only associated with shutdowns, but
also associated with spontaneous outages as well. Interestingly,
political events such as elections, protests, and coups are predictive
of shutdowns, but not of spontaneous outages. In addition, state
control of the address space tends to predict shutdowns, but not
spontaneous outages. We find a variety of other technical indica-
tors, including the timing, length, and recurrence of the outage may
also provide reliable indicators of shutdowns.

5.1 Political Institutions and Outages
We first investigate the extent to which political institutions are
indicators of the political nature of an Internet outage. Scholars
have long shown a robust link between Internet censorship and
authoritarianism [28], including non-representative political insti-
tutions, military control of the government and media control. Yet,
authoritarianism is also associated with lower GDP, worse public
goods provision and failing infrastructure [7, 36], which may also
be predictive of spontaneous outages.
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Figure 4: Autocracies are more likely to have both shutdowns
and spontaneous outages, though the difference ismore stark
with shutdowns.

We use the V-Dem dataset described in Section 3.3 to evaluate
how well political institutions might be a useful indicator for distin-
guishing shutdowns and spontaneous outages. To do this, we first
identify all the country-year combinations during which a country
experienced at least one national-scale shutdown for a given year.
In a similar manner, we then identify the country-year combina-
tions with at least one national-scale spontaneous outage. We then
assign each country-year to a group: those with shutdowns (“Shut-
downs”), those with spontaneous outages (“Outages”), or those with
neither (“Neither”). Table 3 shows the total number of country-year
combinations assigned to each category.

Note that because our analysis is at the country-year level, if
a country has a shutdown in one year and neither a shutdown
nor a spontaneous outage in another year, the same country will
appear in both the “Shutdowns” and “Neither” categories (except for
different years). As an example, we did not observe any spontaneous
outages or shutdowns in Myanmar during 2018, but did observe
shutdowns in all other years of our study. Thus, “Myanmar-2018”
is categorized under “Neither” while all other years are included
under “Shutdowns”. We then merged this data with indicators of
political institutions for each country-year.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of liberal democracy scores pro-
vided by V-Dem for each category. For this variable, a lower scores
represents a more autocratic government. We observe that while
there is overlap between the distributions, there is a clear differ-
ence in the overall distribution of scores across each group. Over-
all, country-year combinations with shutdowns have the lowest
scores (median of 0.151, maximum of 0.481). Interestingly, we find
that country-year combinations with spontaneous outages are also
likely to be more authoritarian (median of 0.279) in comparison to
countries that experience neither (median of 0.465).

These patterns also appear in other political variables from the V-
Dem dataset, such as in V-Dem’smeasure of themilitary’s capability
to remove the existing regime (higher values suggest the military is
more capable of removing the existing regime). Figure 5 shows the
distribution of the political power of the military across each of the
three categories, where over half of the country-year combinations
that experienced neither class of event have scores of 0, withmedian
scores increasing to 0.25 for those that experienced spontaneous
outages and 0.33 for those that experienced shutdowns.

Figure 6 shows that both shutdowns and spontaneous outages
have some degree of association with V-Dem’s measures of media
bias and freedom of expression among men. Both of these variables
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Country-level shutdown events Country-level spontaneous outage events
KIO IODA IODA

Total # # matched to IODA Total # # matched to KIO Total #
Event count 82 45 182 152 714

Top 5
countries by
# of events

Iraq (14)
Myanmar (7)
Algeria (6)
Syria (5)
Iran (4)

Iraq (7)
Myanmar (6)
Syria (5)
Iran (3)

Ethiopia (3)
Algeria (3)

Myanmar (53)
Syria (52)
Iraq (38)

Eswatini (5)
Ethiopia (5)

Myanmar (53)
Syria (43)
Iraq (22)

Eswatini (5)
Ethiopia (5)

Togo (40)
Venezuela (36)
Niger (23)

Eswatini (20)
Cameroon (19)

Table 2: Summary of the number of country-level shutdown and outages events per category in the merged KIO-IODA dataset.
The bottom row lists the top five countries (more in cases of a tie) in terms of the number of events in per category. Our merged
dataset of shutdowns contains: (1) all KIO events identified as involving a full-network shutdown and (2) all IODA events that
were either matched to a KIO event or were recorded by us as having a cause of either government-ordered or exam-related.

Country-years
w/ Shutdowns

Country-years
w/ Outages

Country-years
w/ Neither

55 310 514
Table 3: Summary of the number of country-years combina-
tions in each category.
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Figure 5: Both shutdowns and spontaneous outages are more
likely in country-years where military is politically power-
ful.

are based on scores collected via surveys. V-Dem transforms their
values such that 0 approximately represents the mean of all country-
years (though this is not necessarily normally distributed). Lower
values represent a higher degree of authoritarianism (highermedian
bias and less freedom of discussion). Across both variables, coun-
tries with shutdowns tend to be more associated with a slightly
higher degree of authoritarianism. Countries with spontaneous
outages also tend to have more media bias and less freedom of
discussion for men than countries that experience neither types of
events.

Why are countries that experience spontaneous outages more
likely to have authoritarian institutions and media bias than those
who experience neither spontaneous outages nor shutdowns? One
possible explanation is that countries that have more authoritarian
institutions are also more likely to have lower GDP and under-
invest in public goods, meaning less diversified or more centralized
infrastructure and thus more prone to failure. Indeed, we also find
this correlation with shutdowns and spontaneous outages, as pre-
sented in Figure 7. Countries that shutdown the Internet are most
likely to have low GDP per capita and limited broadband access.
Countries that experience spontaneous outages are also more likely
to have low GDP per capita and limited broadband access, though
to a lesser extent.
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Figure 6: Both shutdowns and spontaneous outages are more
likely in country-years with media bias and less freedom of
discussion.
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Figure 7: Both shutdowns and spontaneous outages are more
likely in country-years with lowGDP and less access to broad-
band.

5.1.1 State ownership of the domestic address space. Next, we
incorporate the state ownership of Internet operators as a factor to
predict shutdowns. State-ownership of network operators7 provides
governmentswith both control of the company and the directmeans
to execute Internet disruptions.

While governments may be involved a wide range of Internet
services, we focus on participation in the domestic access market.
As last-mile providers, governments are in full control to disconnect
users from the network. The effectiveness of this disconnection
mechanism relies on the assumption that users are not going to
have backup connections to get back online.

7We consider state-owned operators to be those that are controlled by the government
through the ownership of more than 50% of the shares.
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Figure 8: Shutdowns are more prevalent in countries with
higher presence of the state in the address space and eyeballs.
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Figure 9: Both shutdowns and spontaneous outages are more
prevalent in countries with low liberal democracy scores that
originate the majority of the domestic address space.

We investigate whether the prevalence of the government in the
access market correlates with shutdowns. We use the fraction of
domestic address space and the fraction of eyeballs connected via
state-owned operators as indicators of the government’s partici-
pation in access provisioning. Figure 8 shows the distribution of
these two variables across each group in years known to include
state-owned providers. While we observe no discernible difference
between the spontaneous outage and neither categories, the curve
for shutdowns shows a different behavior. Concretely, in countries
with state-owned providers, shutdowns are more prevalent where
there is larger control of the address space or eyeballs.

We further investigate whether V-Dem’s liberal democracy score
is a predictor of shutdowns in countries where the state hold the
majority of the address space. For this analysis, we convert the
state-ownership of the address space into a categorical variable. For
this, we define a state-controlled address space as a country where
state-owned providers originate more than 50% of the domestic
address space.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of the liberal democracy scores
across the three categories. The figure splits the analysis across two
plots, showing countries without state-control of the address space
on the left and countries with state-controlled address space on the
right.

Comparing both panels, we observe that the curve of shutdowns
is skewed to the left in countries with state-controlled address space.
Indeed, the mean value of the Liberal Democracy score is 0.13 and
0.22 in countries controlling and non-controlling the address space,

Event Pr(Shutdown) Pr(Outage)
Election 0.016 0.003
No Election 0.001 0.002
Coup 0.286 0.000
No Coup 0.001 0.002
Protest 0.009 0.004
No Protest 0.001 0.002

Table 4: The probability of shutdowns and spontaneous out-
ages on days where that country has an election, coup, and
protest in comparison to days where the country does not
have an election, coup or protest.

respectively. This indicates that in countries with state control of
the address space, authoritarianism is a much better indicator of a
shutdown than in countries that do not control the address space.8

5.2 Mobilization events predict shutdowns
In this section, we investigate whether political events predict shut-
downs and whether or not these same events also predict sponta-
neous outages. It is well known that censorship has been used as
a strategy for controlling election outcomes [23, 38], preventing
protests [16, 33, 34, 54], hiding human rights abuses [24], and ma-
nipulating coup outcomes [8, 48]. While both spontaneous outages
and shutdowns are associated with authoritarian institutions, if
spontaneous outages are also associated with major political events
such as elections, coups, and protests, we might wonder whether
such events are indeed political, going unidentified as shutdowns.

To investigate this, we use the data described in Section 3.3 on
elections, coups, and protests from countries around the world dur-
ing the same time period as our merged dataset. We then estimate
the overall probability of a shutdown occurring on the same day
in the same country as an election, coup, and protest, in compari-
son to days where that country had no elections, no coups and no
protests.9

Our results are reported in Table 4. We find significantly higher
likelihoods of Internet shutdowns on days where the country has
an election, coup, or protest. An election increases the probability
of a shutdown by an order of 16, a coup by almost an order of 300,
and a protest by an order of 9.10 In contrast, these events are not
associated with an increased probability of a spontaneous outage.11

5.3 Technical indicators of shutdowns
We now analyze the temporal and technical characteristics of Inter-
net shutdowns in comparison to spontaneous outages. Our analysis
covers temporal characteristics, such as duration, recurrence rate,
and start times and finds that shutdowns differ significantly com-
pared to spontaneous outages. These differences suggest that the

8Though not included here, we observed similar trends when using the eyeball dataset
to quantify state-ownership of the address space.
9For protests, we only have data through 2019, so we subset our analysis to 2018 and
2019.
10Note that there are only seven coups in the dataset.
11Our analysis is robust to several different approaches. Considering within-country
trends in shutdowns and spontaneous outages (including country and day fixed effects),
these results still hold. Aggregating to the week level instead of the day level also
produces the same results.
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Figure 10: CDF of the durations of shutdowns and sponta-
neous outages observed via IODA.

events categorized as shutdowns are indeed the result of inten-
tional human interventions (i.e., government-ordered). Such evi-
dence could be beneficial to Internet freedom advocacy and human
rights organizations. Even in cases where a government later ad-
mits to executing an Internet shutdown, understanding the unique
characteristics of Internet shutdowns could help rapid response
efforts differentiate between shutdowns and spontaneous outages.

For this analysis, we focus specifically on the events listed in
our IODA dataset. We split these events into two groups based
on whether or not we had previously identified the event to be
connected to an Internet shutdown.

The first group is composed of all IODA events identified as
shutdowns. Recall that an IODA event was tagged as a shutdown if
the event matched to a KIO shutdown (i.e., occurred simultaneously
in the same country) or had been identified by us as being caused
by a shutdown (i.e., our entry was annotated as either government-
ordered or exam-related based on news and other reporting at
the time). The analysis in this section refers to these events as
the “IODA shutdowns” set and includes 182 events in 24 countries
(corresponding to the center columns of Table 2). Of these, 133
had been identified as a shutdown event by both matching to a
KIO event as well as being identified by us as a shutdown. The
remaining events were identified as shutdowns as a result of only
matching to a KIO event (19) or only being identified by us as a
shutdown (30).

The second group is composed of the remaining events, (i.e.,
those that were not identified as shutdowns). We consider these to
be spontaneous outages and refer to them as the “IODA outages”
set in our analysis below. This set contains 729 outages across 151
countries.

One of the main advantages of the IODA dataset is that it pro-
vides an objective, technical measure of Internet service availability.
In contrast to the KIO dataset, this allow for a fine-grained time-
line of the status of Internet connectivity. Since our analysis in
this section focuses on the fine-grained temporal and technical
aspects of Internet shutdowns and spontaneous outages, we do
not include KIO events in this analysis (though we do retain IODA
events tagged as shutdowns using KIO data).

Event duration. We first look at how shutdowns and sponta-
neous outages compare in terms of duration. Figure 10 shows the
CDF of event durations for each category. We find that spontaneous
outages tend to have shorter durations, with a median duration of
2 hours for spontaneous outages and 5.5 hours for shutdowns. We
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Figure 11: Time interval between the start times of consec-
utive shutdown and spontaneous outage events within the
same country.

also find that shutdowns are significantly more likely to have a du-
ration that is a multiple of 30 minutes, with over 55% of shutdowns
lasting a multiple of 30 minutes, compared to 15% of spontaneous
outages. We also find that a particularly high fraction of shutdowns
last precisely 4.5, 5.5, 8, or 10 hours (45%), compared to less than
1% of spontaneous outages with those same durations.

Recurrence interval. We next look at the recurrence of outage
events for each category. Of the 24 countries that had an Internet
shutdown between January 1, 2018 and August 1, 2021, 50% (12)
experience a second shutdown in the same time period. Surprisingly,
we find that countries that experienced spontaneous outages, were
actually more likely to see a subsequent spontaneous outage, with
at least a second outage occurring in 72.2% of the 151 countries
with spontaneous outages.

Though countries with shutdowns were less likely to have recur-
ring shutdowns compared to spontaneous outages over the time
period of our study, recurring shutdowns happen at significantly
shorter intervals. Figure 11 shows the interval between successive
start times for shutdowns and spontaneous outages. The median
interval between shutdown events within the same country was
1 day for shutdowns compared to 39 days for spontaneous outages.
Additionally, the distribution for shutdowns is largely concentrated
on a small number of specific values (similar to Figure 10). The
vertical bars in Figure 11 highlight intervals of exactly 1, 2, 3, or
4 days. We find that 67.7% of all shutdowns fall precisely in these
time intervals, compared to just 0.17% of all spontaneous outages.

Start times. The last of the temporal characteristics we analyze
involve the start times of events. For this, we examine how event
start times are distributed across the minutes of the hour, the hours
of the day, and the days of the week.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the minute of the hour we
recorded as the start time for shutdown and spontaneous outage
events (we recorded event start times in UTC). Note that due to the
difference in time-granularity of the IODA signals (having both 5-
and 10-minute intervals), events are more likely to be recorded as
starting on minutes that are multiples of 10, as those time bins have
data for all three signals rather than just two. Overall, we find that
the percentage of shutdowns that start on either the hour or half
hour is much higher compared to spontaneous outages, at 87.4%
and 39.6%, respectively.
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Figure 12: Minute of the hour (UTC time) of start times for
shutdowns and outages recorded via IODA. For comparison,
the diagonal dashed gray line represents a uniform distribu-
tion across each 5-minute bucket.
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Figure 13: CDF of shutdown and spontaneous outage start
times byminute of the hour (local time). The diagonal dashed
gray line represents a uniform distribution across each 5-
minute bucket.

Due to the fact that a number of timezones include a half hour
offset in their minute component, we also calculate the starting
minute for each event in local time, shown in Figure 13. In cases
where a country spans multiple timezones, we use the timezone
of that country’s capital city as an estimate of the appropriate
timezone. Figure 13 shows that the number of shutdowns that begin
on the hour after converting to local time increases from 47.3% to
74.2%. Interestingly, we also observed that in contrast to shutdowns,
the conversion to local time appears to have no noticeable impact
on the distribution of spontaneous outages across the hour. In both
cases, the distribution of spontaneous outages is similar to a uniform
distribution across the 12 possible time buckets (represented by the
diagonal dashed gray line).

Next, we look at at the distribution of event start times (local
time) across the hours of the day. We find that a disproportionate
number of shutdown events starting on specific hours, with 72.1%
of shutdowns starting between 00:00 and 06:00 (inclusive, local
time). Shutdown events across these hours were largely weighted
by practices in specific countries, including nightly shutdowns
starting at 00:00 in Myanmar in 2021 and exam-related shutdowns
in Syria across multiple years starting at 02:00 and 04:00.

Shutdowns also differ in comparison to spontaneous outages in
terms of the day of the week on which they began. Figure 15 shows
the distribution of shutdowns and spontaneous outages according
to the weekday that the event started (after converting to local
time). Overall, spontaneous outages tend to follow a fairly uniform
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Figure 14: CDF of nationwide shutdown and spontaneous
outage events according to hour of the day (local time). The
diagonal gray dashed line represents a uniform distribution
across the day.
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Figure 15: Day of the week during which IODA shutdowns
and spontaneous outages started (in local time). The dashed
gray line represents a uniform distribution (𝑦 = 1/7).

distribution (represented by the horizontal dashed gray line) across
the days of the week. However, shutdowns are noticeably less
likely to occur on Fridays and, to a less extent, Saturdays. Using a
two-tailed binomial test across both sets of events and days of the
week, we found that the lower number of shutdowns on Fridays
was a statistically significant deviation from the expected uniform
distribution (p-value < 0.00065).

It is worth noting that a number of regions and cultures do
not include Friday as part of the customary workweek, including
regions in Syria, Iraq, Iran, Sudan, and Algeria, which together
account for 57% of the shutdowns in this set.

We expect that classifying each day of the week as either a
local customary workweek or weekend would further highlight
the disproportionate concentration of events onto working days.
Unfortunately, we were unable to find a reliable dataset containing
workweek customs across all countries in our dataset. This is a
particularly difficult categorization to make as it can even vary
across regions within a single country and also be specific in each
region to a sector (public or private). The readily available datasets
that we did find tended to lack coverage, particularly in the global
south, which represents a majority of all shutdowns. In some cases,
we were able to find auxiliary sources with information on local
customs in regions that lacked coverage, however, investigating
these sources further we found multiple disagreements depending
on the source.

Overall, analyzing the time-related characteristics of Internet
shutdowns in comparison to spontaneous outages shows that shut-
downs deviate remarkably compared to spontaneous outages, which
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Figure 16: The percentage of shutdowns and outages for
which we observed a significant drop for each signal.

tend to be closer to a uniform random distribution. This is in line
with the planned and unplanned nature of each category of event.

IODA signals with observable drops. Our final comparison
of shutdown and spontaneous outage events compares which of
IODA’s signals are likely to have had an observable drop. Figure 16
shows, for each time series signal, the percentage of events of each
type for which we recorded an observable drop. The “All” category
represents the percent of events in each category for which the
drop was observed across all three metrics.

We find that, overall, shutdowns are much more likely to be
observable across all three signals, with 94.5% of all shutdowns
displaying a drop in all three signals. In contrast, spontaneous
outages were much less likely to be observed across all three signals
at 55.3%. This is largely due to the fact that IODA’s Telescope signal
was less likely to show a discernible drop for spontaneous outages.
This suggests that shutdown events are more likely to result in a
drop across all three of IODA’s signals.

The results presented throughout this section show that Internet
shutdowns have a number of unique characteristics compared to
spontaneous outages acrossmultiple economic, social, and technical
indicators.

6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Though our process of collecting data from the IODA dashboard and
API did not involve human subjects, there are still ethical consid-
erations in this work. First, considering that this research seeks to
provide empirical data on the distinct characteristics of shutdowns
versus outages, this research could provide censors with insights on
how to evade shutdown measurements. However, our findings can
be used to help better prepare advocacy organizations, litigation
teams, and intergovernmental organizations, with insights into how
to better identify when and where shutdowns occur and provide
interventions of censorship evasion, negotiations, and litigation. As
such, we believe that concerns related to publishing this informa-
tion are outweighed by the benefit of increased public awareness
and understanding of Internet shutdowns.

Our analysis incorporated AccessNow’s publicly available KIO
dataset, which does include shutdown and censorship events re-
ported by human subjects. We believe that AccessNow has taken
responsible steps to protect its sources’ anonymity and minimize
the risk of potential harm. In cases where events are reported by
sources that are at personal risk or when sources who work inside
government or corporations, AccessNow only reports the details
of the shutdown and does not disclose details on their source.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper presents the first interdisciplinary, empirical analysis of
longitudinal data on national-scale Internet shutdowns alongside
non-political spontaneous Internet outages. Analyzing these two
types of Internet disruptions together brings greater insight into the
defining characteristics of Internet shutdowns, thus allowing us to
better identify the signatures that distinguish Internet shutdowns
from spontaneous outages.

Furthermore, understanding the differences between Internet
shutdowns and spontaneous outages provides insight into the na-
ture and origins of shutdowns. Surprisingly, we find that while in-
stitutional variables such as authoritarianism, media freedom, and
economic development are associated with shutdowns, they are
also associated with spontaneous outages. This may reflect a wider
lack of investment in infrastructure and the economy among coun-
tries with high authoritarianism and lowmedia freedom, conditions
that precipitate spontaneous outages as well as more politically-
motivated shutdowns.

Future Work. Because the existence and rationale of a shut-
down are not typically disclosed, our findings could provide useful
indicators for policymakers and those aiming to identify the source
and nature of an outage and quickly put pressure on governmental
institutions looking to cut off Internet access for political reasons.
We plan to use our analysis to inform the design of a shutdown
identification tool with heuristics of what to look for when assess-
ing a disruption as a potential shutdown. With such a tool, the
Internet freedom community could have greater confidence in iden-
tifying the source or nature of an outage. Examples of the questions
that could be presented to investigators include: (1) Did the disrup-
tion occur in a country that is an autocracy? (2) Did the disruption
co-occur with an election, coup, or protest? (3) Did the disruption
start on the hour in local time? (4) Did all three of IODA’s signals
simultaneously drop during the disruption? Such a heuristic may not
be perfect, but could help inform the allocation of investigatory
resources in the immediate aftermath of a disruption.

We are also exploring the feasibility of using our findings to
create a classifier for rapid and automated identification of Internet
shutdowns. However, the economic, sociopolitical, and event data
used in our dataset are limited in their frequency of updates, which
are not available on an immediate basis. Though some indicators,
such as GDP and V-Dem indicies, might typically be stable, this
is not necessarily the case when a government’s shutdown behav-
ior changes drastically (e.g., shutdowns surrounding widespread
protests, military coups, disputed elections, etc.). In future work,
we plan to explore ways of addressing these limitations while en-
suring that such a classifier does not lead to inaccurate reporting
of Internet shutdowns.
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